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SCHOOL EVENTS 

 
STUDENT COUNCIL ELECTIONS 2023-2024 (APRIL  17,2023) 

“Casting a ballot isn’t just something you do for yourself- it is for our collective future”. 
Online Election for the office bearers- School Prefects, House Captains and Vice Captains were held on 
April 17-18,2023  respectively. These elections provided an opportunity to the students of to witness and 
exercise their fundamental right to vote. Teachers and students enthusiastically participated in the 
online Student Council Elections. 
Though the entire polling process was done online, it was in all respects a democratic one. Students 
exercised their right to franchise by choosing the candidates of their choice from the assigned Google 
Forms. 

EARTH DAY CELEBRATION (APRIL 21,2023) 
A special morning assembly was organized on April 21,2023 at APS Samba to celebrate World Earth Day  

and to spread awareness amongst the young ones about conserving earth. The celebration began  with a 
speech given by Neerja, a student of class XII  on how we should conserve our earth and mother nature. 

After the speech, a skit was performed by the students of class classes VIII and IX about the effects of 
global warming and how we as responsible citizens can try to reverse the effect of it. A group song was 

also performed by the students. After the celebration at the end of  all the students along with the  
Principal, teachers and NCC Cadets pledged to save Earth as much as possible and produce less waste. 

A Drawing and Painting Competition was also organized in the Primary as well as Secondary block on the 
theme: “Protection of Mother Earth” during the CCA periods.   

 

     
 

     
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

WEBINAR NO. 01/23-24 HINDI (APRIL 17-21,2023) 
WEBINAR NO. 01/2023-24- Sec & SR Sec Stage Pedagogy for PGT Hindi, organized by FDRC NEW DELHI 
was attended by  Ms Indu Bala (PGT Hindi)  from April 17,2023 to April 21,2023 .                                                      

 
PRIZE DISTRIBUTION (MATHS OLYMPIAD) (APRIL  28,2023) 

Prize distribution ceremony for SOF Maths Olympiad was organized in the special morning assembly in 
the PRIMARY WING as well as SECONDARY WING of APS Samba on April 28,2023. In this Olympiad total  
616  students participated and 63 students won gold medals of excellence. 
Principal of the school, Mr Sanjeev Pradhan felicitated the students who won accolades in this Olympiad.  
He also congratulated the students and motivated them to perform brilliantly in the upcoming events. 

              
  SECONDARY WING                  PRIMARY WING 
 

INTER SCHOOL ZONE LEVEL TOURNAMENT IN CHESS,CARROM,TABLE TENNIS AND YOGA (APRIL 26-
27,2023) 

Inter School Zone Level Tournament  for under-14 boys and girls & under-17 Boys & Girls in Chess, 
Carrom, Table Tennis and Yoga,was organised by the Department of Youth Services and Sports Samba at 
Zone Samba as per the annual Activity Calender circulated by  the Directorate .In this tournament 
students from Army Public School Samba also participated. 13 students participated in  under -14 
category  and 11 students participated in under-17 category and got selected for Inter Zone Tournament. 

 

    
 

AWES RAISING DAY CELEBRATION (APRIL 28,2023) 
 

APS Samba celebrated  AWES Raising Day with pride and gaiety in the  Primary as well as Secondary wing 
of the school. 

 
PRIMARY WING 

A special assembly was  organized in the Primary Wing of APS Samba.The celebration began with the 
speech by Ms Hitakshi Sharma,PRT who made students aware about the the AWES Society. After the 
speech a  group song was presented by the students of classes IV and V. Then a skit  on the theme“Value 
of Education” was presented by the tiny tots followed by a dance performance. In the end, AWES song 
was sung by all  the students. 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

                       
                             

                     
 

SECONDARY WING 
To mark the occasion, a special assembly was  also organized in the Secondary Wing in which Neerja,a 
student of class XII, apprised the children about the paramount educational facilities provided by Army 
Welfare Education Society. The students were also briefed through a skit performance about the sincere 
initiatives taken by AWES for its commitment to provide 'Quality Education at Affordable Cost'. Students 
of classes VIII and IX presented a group song and AWES Song was sung by all the students. 
Throughout the day, plethora of co-curricular activities were also conducted like Inter Class Poster 
Making  and Slogan Writing Competition (Primary,Middle and Senior Category) displaying the theme 
"Our Soldiers Our Pride".In sports, Inter-House Football match for senior boys(IX-XII) and Inter - house 
Kho-Kho match for girls (VI-VIII)  was also organized.  

                      
 

                     
 



                            
 
 

ENROLMENT OF NCC GIRL CADETS 2023-2024 (APRIL 28,2023) 
The selection process of girls of class 8th for  NCC enrolment (2023-24) took place on April 28,2023 at APS 

Samba where 21 girls were selected by PI Staff deputed by 2 J&K NCC Girls Bn. 

                      
 

                     
 

INTER HOUSE KHO-KHO MATCH (FINALS) (VI-VIII GIRLS) (APRIL 29,2023) 
On April 29,2023, Army Public School,Samba organized Inter-house Kho-Kho matches for the students of 
classes VI-VIII(GIRLS) .The participants of all the four houses – Gandhi,Teresa,Nehru and Sarojini 
participated in this sports event enthusiastically. Nehru house secured the first position, while Gandhi 
house  and Sarojini  house  stood at the second and third  positions respectively. There was prize 
distribution ceremony after the matches. Principal Mr Sanjeev Pradhan, congratulated the teams and 
motivated all the players to keep on playing with the same team-spirit in future also. 

                            

                     
 



 
 
 

INTER HOUSE FOOTBALL MATCH(FINALS) (IX-XII BOYS) (APRIL 29,2023) 
Inter-house Football Tournament  for classes IX-XII was organized at APS Samba on April 29,2023. 
Students from all the four houses – Gandhi, Teresa, Nehru and Sarojini got the opportunity to participate 
in the tournament. The competition commenced with the toss by the Principal, Mr Sanjeev Pradhan. 
After that he gave his best wishes to each and every player of the teams by shaking hands with them. In 
this competition, Sarojini House emerged as the winner,Nehru House stood at the second position and 
Teresa House remained at the third position. Students of classes IX-XII were the spectators who cheered 
the teams throughout the matches. 
There was prize distribution ceremony after the matches. Principal Mr Sanjeev Pradhan, congratulated 
the teams and motivated all the players to keep on playing with the same team-spirit in future also. 

                 
 

             
 
 
 
THANK YOU                                                                                        
 

 

 


